ON THE FIELDS OF FRIENDLY STRIFE
ARE SOWN THE SEEDS
WHICH ON OTHER FIELDS
IN OTHER YEARS
WILL BEAR THE FRUITS OF VICTORY

On Every Field

It's Chesterfield

EAST

RH
Williams
19

RB
Daughtery
23

RG
Cenci
23

C
Beauman
31

LG
Jaffurs
60

LT
Aldworth
98

LE
Beamer
46

Squad List

12 Daherty, b
19 Williams, b
14 Avery, b
21 Buekow, g
22 Cenci, b
26 Kane, b
31 Beauman, c
32 Sargy, e
33 Daughtery, b

66 Suerfers, a
64 Ivey, t
32 beans, e
38 Sargy, a
37 Dimmitch, b
98 Aldworth, t

Officials For Game

Refees—Bill Fischer, St. Mary's
Umpire—William Corbus, Stanford
Field Judge—Rex Svedt, Montana
Head Linesman—Bob Evans, Millin

WEST

RH
Morales
66

RG
Owens
32

OG
Johnston
27

C
Marinhall
64

LG
Brown
37

LT
McClaffrey
30

LE
Brown
27

Squad List

11 Wedemeyer, b
13 Halton, b
19 Muehler, t
21 Rodgers, b
24 DeFerri, b
35 Norberg, a
37 Breal, a
29 Marinhall, g

30 McClaffrey, t
32 Rues, a
35 Nelson, b
37 Johnson, b
38 Suerfer, a
37 Atho, a
40 Parker, g
42 Brea, g

46 Boden, b
64 Moon, g
66 Morales, b
72 Flowers, t
78 Mayhew, g
84 Clement, c
86 Croft, a
95 Greenough, c

Officials For Game

Tinee—J. Rufus Klawar, Chicago
Assistant Linesman—Max Saunders
Assistant Linesman—Elsor Starback, Chicago
Assistant Linesman—Lee Elson, California
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